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Welcome to the wonderful world of Bunni. 
Here at Bunni we strive to bring you the best 

of both worlds, a savoring desert that will 
benefit your health and rid you of any sweet 
tooth temptation you might have. We are 
Happy to introduce the world’s first Dairy 
Free and Gluten free Mochi ice cream. 

How can that be? 
It is simple, but here at Bunni we took no 
shortcuts on the long road of achieving 

perfection.  Here some of our most popular 
flavors click bellow.  
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Founded in Sep 21, 1997 Bunni is a company that brings superior, healthy foods to the lives of millions. Bunni’s founders 
Siamee Yang and Moyu Wang began the Bunni movement with two things in mind, Gluten, and Dairy free products.
 
For years, they researched which combination of ingredients could replace Gluten and Dairy at zero cost of taste. 
After many failed attempts on one Saturday evening, they hit the bonanza by accident, when Siamee Yang, Knocked 
over the secret ingredient on top of Moyu Wang’s mix. Both young entrepreneurs were stung at the new discovery. 
The next day they submitted the list of their top-secret ingredient to the FDA for its stamps of approval.  Success has been 
present under the Bunni’s umbrella ever since. 

“Why be Dairy and Gluten free?” 

“What � the di�erence?”  

Let the masters behind Bunni Mochi, Siamee and Moyu answer that.

“Without ‘Gluten’ running free all over your body, you will rid of unhealthy cholesterol which will keep your heart rhythm 
well balanced and without any hiccups. Furthermore, the ingredients used in the creation of Bunni Mochi, improves your 
bowel movement, and adds an extra boost to your blood circulation. Bunny Mochi is immensely loaded with iron, 
vital minerals, and lifesaving amino acids.”     -Siamee Yang  CEO of Bunni Mochi   

“The word ‘Dairy Free’ may seem odd to many people, but the truth is that living a dairy free life style can benefit you in 
many ways. Dairy Free Living will help you reduce symptoms like, anxiety, nausea, and stress. Once your body rids of those 
symptoms you will find yourself enjoying better sleeping patterns and increased energy levels. In addition, sodium levels 
will lower and in many cases your blood pressure will return to normal.”  -Moyu Wang    CEO of Bunni Mochi 
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Can’t get enough of Bunni Mochi and all its delicious 
excellent flavors? Drop us a line, all of your thoughts 
and comments are appreciated. 

For information on how to collaborate with Bunni Mochi 
or how to place a large wholesale order, 
please call our number below.

phone: 1-877-935-1685

fax: 877-369-5236

e-mail: contact@bunni.mochi.com
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Strawberry
An original Bunni flavor, strawberry
is made with the freshest batch 
from Napa Valley with seeds 
embedded into the chewy outer
surface. The inside is a savory 
french vanilla with strawberry
essence. Only the best goes into
our strabwerry flavor which keeps
it as our number one seller.

 Mango  Chocolate
Mango ignites the senses with the
fresh aroma of mangos from 
summer red valleys in Carlsbad. 
Yellow mangos are hand chosen 
by Bunni flavor gurus, with bits of
mango melted into the gooey
outerlayer and creamy inner 
filling. We make people mad for
mangos, take this flavor for a spin.

Cocoa beans fresh from the 
Chilean jungles are imported 
to create our rich choclate flavor.
Chilean Cocoa beans are part
of our strive to promote equality
amongst the workers who pick 
them. You can taste the richness
of the jungles in the exotic rich
outer shell with a creamy center.
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P�tachio
Nutty about pistachio? We’ve
crushed up these peices into 
the creamy center, and used 
pistachio essence to create a
mellow outer shell. Take a bite
and you’ll be a nut for our 
pistachio mochi.

Lychee R�pberry
Take a flight to the exotic jungles
of thailand and delight in the 
fresh crisp taste as it hits your
tongue! Lychee bits melt into
your mouth as well as the creamy
chewy outer shell. Some people
swear they’ve never come down
from this lychee tree. 

Raspberry bushes surround you
as you intake this wholesome 
flavor. Not only are raspberries
tasty, they are a great source of
anti-oxidents and vitamins. Take
a peek and wander into the vast
forest of our raspberry mochi.
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Along with the four seasons comes Bunni Mochi, bringing you the best of 
each season. Fall is just around the corner.  French Apple, Baked Pears 
Vanilla, and Butter Peach are coming this fall. 

All orders are shipped through fed-ex, insured, and are guaranteed to
arrive within 1-3 business days. Whole sale orders will be shipped within
1-5 business days depending on supply.

Shipping Information                                                     

name: 
address:
city:                                                    zip:          
e-mail:

Bunni mochi does not ship to P.O. boxes unless in TX. Hawaii and
Alaska shipments, expect an extra 4 days of shipments. 

submit
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